The geometry, energetic, and spectroscopic properties of molecular structures of silicasupported niobium oxide catalysts are studied using periodic density functional calculations (DFT) and compared with experimental data. The calculations are done for Nb oxide species inserted or grafted in/on an amorphous hydroxylated silica surface.
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Introduction
Niobium compounds and materials are important catalysts for various reactions [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . They remarkably enhance catalytic activity and prolong catalyst life when small amounts are added to known catalysts. Generally speaking, niobium oxide and mixed oxides including: Nb 2 O 5 -SiO 2 ; Nb 2 O 5 -Al 2 O 3 , Nb-zeolite, mesoporous Nb-MCM-41, Nb-layer compounds, etc. have redox properties, acidic properties and/or photosensivities. 7, 8 The characterization of the niobium phase on the silica surface has also been the subject of several studies. [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] Niobium can form layers of Nb 2 O 5 , islands (clusters), oligomers, dimers and monomers on silica.
The synthesis and characterization of niobium(V) oxide grafted on a silica gel surface have been of great interest over the last few years. [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] Niobia supported catalysts exhibits different properties compared to the bulk compound. 7, 18 The experimental preparation method, niobia concentration, and thermal treatments may change interactions between niobia and silica. 18 It has been reported that the deposited monolayer phase is stable at elevated temperature (T = 873 K). The Lewis acid sites of the surface are also considerably more stable than those found in the bulk phase. 16, 23, 24 The interaction of niobium oxide with other oxides to form a dispersed surface phase has led to the formation of composite oxides with unusual structural and acidic characteristics, which are important as catalysts or catalytic supports. In particular photocatalytic activity has been reported for silica-supported niobium and layered niobate catalysts. 17, 25, 26 The interaction between the oxide and silanol groups occurs by formation of Si-O-Nb bonds with chemically and thermally stable Brønsted and Lewis acid sites. These surface acid sites exhibit a great affinity for organic molecules which have carboxylic groups in their structure, forming stable Nb-OOC-bonds. They also play an important role in the interaction with hydrogen peroxide towards the formation of peroxo and superoxo active species 27 . The metal complexes used in synthesis lead to a well-defined surface. The catalytic behavior changed depending on the structure. 18, 28 The dispersion of niobia over large surface area supports favors the enhancement of metal active sites. However, the addition of niobia onto the support decreased the total surface area but also provided less irregularity. 29 At low loadings silica supported niobium show monomeric Nb oxide species difficult to characterize due to the spectral overlap of the Nb-O and Si-O vibrations. 30, 31 In order to shed some light on this complex situations quantum chemical calculations are an adequate investigation tool, as has been proved by our group on similar systems. [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] An important obstacle to model the silica support is its amorphous structure. where the silanol density and the geminal/terminal ratio is that found on real samples, and accounts for the presence of different types of siloxane rings. 18 This model is used in the present work to explore the grafting of a niobium precursor to the silica surface.
In the present study, a systematic theoretical investigation on molecular models of silica supported niobium oxide is performed. The nature of the niobia species is investigated from an inspection of the optimized geometry and its corresponding total energy. An atomistic thermodynamic model is used to account the effects of temperature on the free energy of the surfaces. This allows estimating the relative stability of the different species as a function of the temperature and hydration conditions. Finally, vibrational spectra are calculated and carefully compared with experimental results.
Methodology

Computational details
All geometry optimizations are performed using ab initio plane-wave pseudopotential approach as implemented in VASP 38, 39 . The Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) functional 40, 41 has been chosen to perform the periodic DFT calculations with an accuracy on the overall convergence tested elsewhere 33, 34, [42] [43] [44] . The valence electrons are treated explicitly and their interactions with the ionic cores are described by the Projector Augmented-Wave method (PAW) 45, 46 , which allows to use a low energy cut off equal to 500 eV for the plane-wave basis. The Gamma point is used in the Brillouinzone integration. The positions of all the atoms in the super cell are relaxed until the total energy differences decrease below 10 -4 eV. The atom positions as well as the unit cell have been relaxed.
Vibrational spectra have been calculated for selected surface species within the harmonic approximation. Only the niobium center and its first and second neighbors (O-Si and OH groups) were allowed to move, the support was kept fixed. The Hessian matrix is computed by the finite difference method followed by a diagonalization procedure. The eigenvalues of the resulting matrix lead to the frequency values. The assignment of the vibrational modes is done by inspection of the corresponding eigenvectors.
Model description
The silica model structure is described and characterized in our previous work 44 , (Fig.   1 ), and has been used in the study of vanadium oxide 32 , chromium oxide 35, 37 , molybdenum oxide 36 
where n is the number of water molecules eliminated and varies between 1 and 3, x is the number of Nb=O groups and, y is the number of Nb-OH groups, with the condition that x + y = 4-n, due to the oxidation state of niobium. The oxidation state of Nb is in our models always equal to +5, and is not mentioned further in the text. Theoretically up to four silanols may be involved in the reaction yielding different modes of grafting: mono, di, tri and tetra. 
Experimental conditions
Preparation of materials
Mesostructured cellular foam (MCF) was prepared by one-pot synthesis method according to Schmidt-Winkel et al. 47 and Margolese et al. 48 , whereas NbMCF was obtained via the modified method shown in 49, 50 . Firstly, Pluronic P123 (poly(ethylene glycol)-block-poly(propylene glycol)-block-poly(ethylene glycol)-block) ( 
UV−Vis Spectroscopy
UV-Vis spectra were recorded on a Varian-Cary 300 Scan UV-visible spectrophotometer with an integrated sphere CA-30I. Catalysts, dehydrated at 673 K for 2 h, in the form of powders were placed into a cell equipped with a quartz window. The
Kubelka-Munk function (F(R)) was used to convert reflectance measurements into equivalent absorption spectra using the reflectance of SPECTRALON as a reference.
Infrared measurements
Infrared spectra were recorded with a Bruker Vector 22 FTIR spectrometer using an in situ cell. Samples were pressed under low pressure into a thin wafers of ca. 8 mg cm -2 and placed inside the vacuum cell. Catalysts were evacuated at 623 K during 2 h.
Results and Discussion
Geometry and Energetics Nb(V)oxide species grafted on SiO 2 surface
Nb oxide can be grafted on different sites on the silica surface. A detailed study of the all the possibilities has been performed for Mo oxide 36 . From this study it was concluded that the selected site, also used for V and Cr, is representative as a mean environment at the surface, with the possibilities to graft the oxide on up to three silanol groups. The adsorption process on Silica of other transition metal precursors such as for Ni has been investigated as well. 52, 53 According to the calculated energy values for reaction (eq. 1) shown in The other picture appears when amorphous niobosilica is prepared and located as pillars in MCM-22 zeolite. UV-Vis spectrum ( Fig. 4 ) reveals only one UV band centered at ca 220 nm. In the case of amorphous silica surface (not structured in cavities like in MCF) the probability to have four silanol groups close together in the configuration E is negligible. Therefore the observed band can be assign to niobium mono grafted in the configuration A. The least stable structures are di-and tri-oxo-grafted species: B, C, and D.
Tri-grafted species need the presence of three neighboring silanol sites and no preference for a particular configuration is found. Species with bridging hydroxyl Nb-OH-Si groups and di-oxo species (O=Nb=O) are clearly disfavored (not shown).
The bond lengths and bond angles have been calculated both for one and two Nb atoms grafted on silica surface (See Table 2 Grafting of niobium oxide on silica surface has a relatively small effect on the silica framework. The largest distortion is observed for the bridging oxygen sites (Nb-OSi).
Initially In summary, the overall silica geometry is only slightly modified upon Nb oxide grafting. The same result was obtained for the grafting of vanadium oxides on silica surfaces 32 .
Besides grafting one can also insert Nb into the silica framework. Experimentally it was shown by Ziolek et al. 56 that the Nb species inserted into ordered mesoporous silica of MCM-41 type can form Lewis acid and base pairs after dehydration. In order to investigate the molecular structure of this particular situation, two Nb oxide sites were studied as a function of the distance between them. Table 3 and Figure 5 show the relative energies for the case when two Nb atoms are inserted into the silica surface. The most stable structure (See Figure 6) is obtained when Nb is substituted in a siloxane ring containing 6 T atoms and 5 T atoms (Nb 6R + Nb 5R is formed 5) .
Thermodymics and stability of the supported niobium oxide species
Considering the reaction energy (ΔE react , Table 1 ) as calculated according to reaction (1) for the best grafting modes (mono-, di-, tri-, and tetra-grafting), we obtain -0.77, -0.51, +0.45 for n = 1, 2 and 3, respectively, and -0.95 eV in the case of substitution (n = 1).
These values suggest that the grafting of the niobium complex is favored compared to the initial situation (hydroxylated silica and O=Nb(OH) 3 in the gas phase) for the monoand di-grafted species, as well as for the insertion (structure E), while it is endothermic for the tri-grafted one. The endothermicity of the reaction leading to the tri-grafted species means that the gain in energy due to the formation of three water molecules is not sufficient to counter-balance the cost of breaking three Si-OH bonds. Indeed, the present calculations report electronic energies only, which are identical to the free energy at 0 K. Under given temperature T and pressure p, the contributions of entropy and chemical potentials have to be taken into account in the free energies.
In order to get a more precise picture of the respective stabilities of the mono-, di-and tri-grafted species at the silica surface, we performed calculations using the atomistic thermodynamics approach. To take into account deviations in surface composition and the presence of gas phases, one introduces appropriate chemical potentials to calculate an approximation of the Gibbs free energy. Assuming that the surface is in thermodynamic equilibrium with the gas phase, the chemical potentials are related to a given temperature T and pressure p. This procedure enables to extend the 0 K and zero pressure DFT results to experimentally relevant environments, thereby bridging the gap between ultra-high vacuum like conditions, and temperatures and gas phase pressures that are applied in realistic catalytic conditions. For this purpose the following equations 
It is assumed that the niobia/silica system is in contact with a gaseous water reservoir.
From the electronic energy, the free energy of the water/niobia/silica interface under known thermodynamic conditions may be estimated following the approximations used in our earlier studies. 36 They neglect the variation of the chemical potentials of the surfaces with the adsorption of water and the gas phase is modeled as a perfect gas. In the proposed scheme, the free energy of water (including the ZPE correction) in the gas phase is:
where E(H 2 O) is the electronic energy of water calculated at 0 K, H G and S G (T) are the enthalpy and entropy of gaseous water, calculated with the Gaussian03 code 57 as a function of the temperature, p is the partial pressure of water vapor and p° is the standard pressure (1 bar).
Using the above mentioned formalism, the free energies of reactions (2) 
In this approach, it is assumed that the energies of the mono-to di-and di-to tri-grafted transitions are independent of the degree of hydration of the silica surface. It is known from experiments that silanols are stable at silica surfaces up to 673 K. Above this temperature, silanols begin to condensate into siloxane bridges. 58 arrangement. Nevertheless it should be noted that the penta-coordinated tri-grafted Nb species (C) with two hydroxyl groups is only 0.13 eV less stable than the di-grafted species. In the same diagram ( Fig. 7) we have plotted the curve for the inserted species S1 and 9) .
Vibrational frequency analysis and Infrared Analysis
From Fig. S1 (See Supplementary Material) , it can be observed that the surface infrared vibrational spectra can be divided into three regions: the high frequency domain between 4000 -3000 cm -1 , the middle frequency domain between 2000 -1500 cm -1 , the small frequency domain between 1500 -500 cm -1 . The interval 3000 -2000 cm -1 is void of any frequency in our case.
In the high frequency domain (4000 -3000 cm -1 ) we find a strong infrared active OH stretching vibration at 3770 cm -1 . The vibration of the OH stretching bond found at 3770 cm -1 is in the range of a free OH stretching vibration 3600 -3800 cm -1 . In the middle frequency domain we do not observe any frequency in our case.
Unlike the previous regions, in the 1500 -500 cm -1 region, one can no longer assign a frequency to a single bond formation. Rather, in the so-called fingerprint region, several bonds are found to vibrate at nearly the same frequency giving rise to complex normal modes not easy to describe. With this in mind, we point however, towards the large presence of the Nb=O, Nb-O-Si, Si-O-Si stretching modes.
Comparing these data with experiment (See Figure 9 ) the following can be concluded:
In the experimental spectrum no absorbance is observed, between 2000 -4000 cm -1 , besides the 3740 cm -1 "large" band. This finding is in agreement with the theoretical 
Conclusion
In this study the insertion and grafting of Nb oxide species as a function of the degree of hydration has been characterized at the molecular level using periodic DFT confronted with experimental results.
The comparison of calculations with the experimental results (UV-Vis) indicates that two Nb structures are favored when niobium is inserted into silica, structure A (mono coordinated) and E (penta coordinated). The method of insertion (grafting or isomorphous substitution during the synthesis) does not determine the species formed but the structure of silica is the important parameter. On amorphous silica penta coordinated species is not formed whereas in mesoporous cellular foams (MCF) containing cavities such a form is easily generated. Therefore the catalytic activity of niobium species located on amorphous silica and on ordered mesoporous molecular silica sieves is different.
The characterization of the earlier observed Nb Lewis acid base pairs in silica was achieved by constructing a large amorphous silica slab, which enabled the determination of the optimal distance between the Lewis acid and the Lewis base, and found to be about 9 Å. Its stability is probably depending on the local flexibility of the silica material. Moreover, the IR investigation provided a complete calculated spectrum between 500 and 4000 cm -1 , from which the overlap between the bands of the Nb-OH groups and the terminal silanol groups was confirmed, as was found for Nb substituted zeolites.
